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Abstract

Language is the part of human life that help us to communicate our idea and
emotions.every places with some variation of language realized us study about
language is necessary thing that we should put on the list.language is part of
culture,merges in one with something like literature or music.music and language
has been related since music is the way to express our feeling through lyrics of the
song.metaphor is kind of figurative language frequently used in the style of
writing lyrics.

Metaphor is the way to represent a meaning with term of something else.there
are two types of metaphor,these things are New metaphor and Conventional
metaphor.it is not only talk about types but also emotion provided,there are
several kinds of emotion in metaphor such as Anger,Sad,and Happy/Love
metaphor.

The purposes of this research are help readers understand about
metaphor,how to analyze it,and identify types of metaphor,and describe the
meaning.the data of the research was taken from a group of music called Thy Art
is Murder,consist of three songs entitled New Gods,Make America Hate
Again,and Holy War.in the result of the data,there are metaphors was identified as
New metaphor and Conventional metaphor.the relation between metaphor and
emotion will be revealed after we analyze every sentences in the metaphor,how it
will be described.

Keywords : Language,Analysis,Metaphor,Meaning
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Chapter I

Introduction

1.1 Background Of The Problem

Since a long ago,language has been existed while human through the

evolution and life phase,all activities from ancient motions that human did in

Jurassic age until a lot of style of languages on every locations and every cultures

in earth.evolution of languages will never stop and get same direction through

development from others aspect in our life such as technology,art or any relate

situation that support evolution of languages.

Some kinds of activities or passion that belong to something need more

language mastering is Music and Literacy.Music is one of methods to speak about

phenomena in society through lyrics that communicated by result of voice

production through mouth and supported by some music instrument and talk

about several phenomena around the society.Music able to give impact to the

human emotions.it could bring major and minor blend into deep emotion.beside a

good music structures,a good lyric also main criteria that make a song deserve

praises and categorized as a good song.

Lyric of the song is a group of sentences that narrate something through

aesthetic words like a poem.behind the making of good lyrics,the sense of writing

good lyrics and literacy is synchronized,and lyric of the song is the example of
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Literature’s product.write a lyric of the song seems like write a story in a novel

but the plot is compact and got limited duration.

Most of process of writing lyric uses Figurative Language than Literal

Language to make the forms of sentences look aesthetic and universal.those

formulas make lyric of the song more imaginative and create imagination into

mind who listen to the song,Figurative Languages get some aspects such as

Simile,Hyperbole,Personification,Idiom,Alliteration,Onomatopoeia.

But the main figurative language aspect going to concern of the research is

Metaphor.taken from short explanation in Oxford Learner’s Pocket Dictionary by

Bull (2008 :277) Metaphor is use of words to show something different from

literal meaning.therefore a lyric of the song that contain characteristic of metaphor

got contrast between literal meaning and target or true meaning.every metaphor

sentences created for make people assume about the meaning of the lyric of the

song.visualization usually can be a support to help metaphor more easy to

understood.

Goal of the research is analyze metaphor in songs from Australian Metal band

called “Thy Art Is Murder”.the researcher choose underground music like Metal

as a object of the research because most of people trust “if Metal Music introduce

to something like violence and there’s no good message inside it”.this research is

the way to prove if that argument is not completely true and this research titled

“An Analysis of Metaphor In Thy Art Is Murder Song”.
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1.2 Setting of The Problem

In the fact of language give significant impact in music course,all people in all

over entire place in the world listen to music as the way to enjoy their life and

give good vibe to daily activities.music is part of culture,different kind of music in

different country,use different language and different meaning become some

challenges to know well about the meaning of the languages contained in a part of

a song.

Unsure in metaphor is not kind of literal language was used in daily

activities,that is why metaphor should be analyzed to understand the meaning.it is

more difficult when a language in the metaphor is not our mother tongue because

we need more times to learn about that.

Metaphor already seems like pieces of puzzle,there are some parts inside it

and we found the statement not always the same with actual meaning.with the

combination of meaning in every metaphor in the lyrics of the song,we will get

the main message about it and what the song talking about.

1.3 Limitation of The Problem

The research just straight to the point,there are analyze metaphor,its

components in the lyric of the song from a band called Thy Art Is Murders,and

find out types of metaphor.
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1.4 Research Question

1. What the metaphors’ meaning find in Thy Art is Murders song?

2. What types of metaphor find in Thy Art is Murders song ?

1.5 Objective of The Problem

The objective of the research in the general are :

a. To find metaphor and it’s types in Thy Art Is Murders songs

b. To explain the meaning of Metaphor in Thy Art is Murders song

1.6 Assumption

I assume that there are some kinds or types of metaphor in Thy Art Is

Murder’s song,those things are help people to create a research about metaphor.

1.7 Significance of the research

The result of this research can be beneficial content to :

1. English Department especially in subjects of semantics,pragmatics,and

literature.

2. Gain some knowledge about metaphor for readers
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1.8 Definition of The Key Terms

Every research comes in the back of the matters,and research will be better if

every kind of writing style is easy understanding and all terms are known,those

terms is the main that describe overall research and handle possibility the readers

get misunderstanding to comprehend the research idea,terms are :

1. Analysis

According to Blackburn ( 2016 : 17 ) on The Oxford Dictionary of

Philosophy,analysis is “the process of breaking a concept down into more

simple parts,so that a logical structure is displayed”.based on this

definition,analysis is like separating the big main idea into small pieces that

connected between each other.

2. Metaphor

Kovecses ( 2010 : 4 ) defined metaphor as “understanding one

conceptual domain in terms of another conceptual domain”,metaphor consist

of two conceptual domain,in which one domain is understood in terms of

another.
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1.9 Grand Theories

First theory come from a definition by Muam & Nugraha (2021 : 86) stated

that Metaphor is a group of words or expression that has a different meaning from

ordinary sentences,it is like “break a secret code to get the hidden message”,you

need analyze it to get the secret.

For get the types of metaphor the author using theory by Lakoff & Johnson in

their book “Metaphor We Live By” and this book stated that metaphor consist of

couple forms,first one is Conventional Metaphor and second is New Metaphor.

1.10 Research Method

Research is an activity that looking for answer for a case in every

sector,research take a big impact for literature and science in theories,to find good

theories also good method needed,keeping flow of the research on

point,stable,and not miss-perception.

Kothari ( 2004 : 1 ) simplify meaning of the research as an “art of scientific

investigation”,and research belong to academic activity that need technical

sense.Research is defined as multiple,systematic strategies to generate knowledge

about human experience,and human environments in which the thinking and

action process of the researcher are clearly specified so that they are

logical,understandable and useful ( DePoy & Gitlin,2015 :3 ).
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1.10.1 Research Design

This research would be more conducted as a Qualitative Research than

Quantitative Research.according to Creswell ( 2014 :32 ) “qualitative

research is an approach for exploring and understanding the meaning

individuals or groups ascribe to social or human problem”.data collected from

participant’s setting,data analysis inductively building from particulars to

general themes ,and researcher making interpretations of the meaning of the

data.

Beside the fact this research is Qualitative,this research designed as

Descriptive Research,there is no numerical data result or process in the

research because the object or data of the research is lyrics of the

song.descriptive research means describe the characteristic of the sample and

relationships between phenomena,situation and events observed by a

researcher ( Rubbin & Babbie,2008 ; Thomlison,2001).

step of descriptive research starting from dig a bunch of information

included in a some phenomena or subject then describe it in another

explanation as a result.argumentation of the data taken from some data or

documentations from something related with the object of the research,in this

case object of the research is lyrics of the songs,and the focus is describe

metaphorical contents included in the lyrics.

Find
Metaphors

In songs’ Lyrics

Classifying

Types of
Metaphor

Describe Metaphor’s
Target Domain

Through Related
Documentation and
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Instruments of the research are hard copy of the song’s lyric and

metaphors’ table.

1.10.2 Source of The Data

Billups (2019 : 2) stated that qualitative data come from

words,conversations,stories,interactions (discourse interactions and dyadic

interactions),Synergistic Discussions,Observations,Documents (text,audio or

video and Artifacts,Journals ( Diaries & Reflections ).

Guest,Namey & Mitchell ( 2013 : 4 ) describe that qualitative data has

three main form,there are Images,Text,and Sounds.combination between

images and sound result Video,and sound is simple term of Audio.

The data will be collected through several forms such as lyrics of Thy Art

is Murders’ song in text,some video or visual contains interview session or

music video that support theory and arguments more acceptable.all lyrics will

taken from Musixmatch.com,a website that provide lyric of the song and its

translation from almost every artist in the world.those lyric are explicit

content that contains violence and bad words but will still taken for the

research and scientific reason.
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1.10.3 Instrumen of the Research

Due to this research need non-place observation and object of the data is

the kind of documentation,instrument of the research is the researcher

himself.according to Ary,Jacobs & Sorensen ( 2010 : 423-425 ) stated if one

of the characteristic of qualitative research is considered human as part of

instrument of the research.

1.10.4 Data Collection Technique

Data collection technique will use Documentation or document

analysis.according to Bowen ( 2009 :1 ) Document Analysis is systematic

procedure of reviewing or evaluating documents both printed and electronic

material.the main document taken from the lyric of Thy Art is Murders’ songs

titled “New Gods,Make America Hate Again,Holy War and Chemical Christ.

1.10.5 Data Analysis Technique

1. Data Selection

Find the data is not seriously difficult to get an execution because the data

is contents that counted as composed data,data has made before and we don’t

need to looking for it.right mission is select some data that reliable to get
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arranged.data for the research is several songs by Thy art is Murder,then it

group has made at least five full albums and the mission is find some good

songs from each albums that in tune with researcher’s criteria.

2. Data Composing

After find some necessary data to carry the research,next step is data

composition,the data will be added into a metaphor’s table that consist of each

lyrics in the song and will be separated into a sentence in the row.

Form Table 1

Table 10.1

After format of the data was changed into metaphor’s corpus,the next

treatment is sort out each lyrics of the song into couple types,it can be

No Lyrics Convetional

metaphor

New

metaphor

*lyric* √
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Conventional or New Metaphor based on any hints that suitable with the

idea.after categorize metaphors into Conventional or New Metaphor,we can

describe meaning of the metaphor as target domain and regular form of

metaphor is source.between source and target always related and the goal is

just to find the relation between them.all meaning for the songs be completed

and the next step is make a conclusion about the analysis,it must be clear and

direct just to make conclusion easier to understand.
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Chapter II

Review of Related Literature

2.1 The Concept of Linguistics

Language is a crucial part of human evolution and still get the development

same as human culture and civilization.to connect people into interaction of social

places,help human find the idea,and as a character of a nation.same as human has

language as aspect of life,language also have some aspects or branches to support

it become one in unity.a logical science that specific study about language was

create to make it possible help human learn to foreign language that not get

mastering yet.

Linguistics is a term that close with the language approach,modern people

need linguistics and language,but what is linguistics and it relation with

language?.according to short definition taken in Merriam Webster

Dictionary,linguistics is the study of language and how language works,it means

that language need study to get mastered and Matthews (2003 : 18) uttered if

Linguistic as a science of language.Linguistics is usually defined as the science of

language or,alternatively,as the scientific study of language (Lyons,1981 :37).

Those definitions has enough to prove what the Linguistic is,a science that

learn about language in the world,when the time exactly human know about

linguistics for the first time?.according to Davies ( 2016 :34 ) if history of
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linguistic started from the standard textbooks written between 1860 until 1960 and

referred as “departure for the history of scientific linguistics.

2.2 Introduction to Metaphor

Metaphor is the main case that we going to discuss and the readers should

understand what the metaphor is.based on simple thought and simple

explanation,Metaphor is form of language that express or describe something

meaningful with others sentences without showing literal meaning,it’s like

recognize hidden messages in a sentence.function of the metaphor is make

languages look aesthetic and mysterious.

An explanation by Covecses (2010 :4) stated that based on the concept of

formal linguistic,metaphor is defined as understanding one conceptual domain in

term of another conceptual domain.that’s mean both things were already

conceptualized,it can adopting a method in translation between source and target

language,a domain that we should be understand is target and others domain that

need analyzing to found target of the meaning is source.

According to Fischer (2011 : 10) uttered that Metaphor is an expression that

say one thing but means something else.in the deeper explanation based on this

statement if metaphor is an expression,it means that metaphor able to interpret

emotions and feeling and method to build an expression is say something through

words.and everything has said is describe something else that contain the true

meaning of expression in there.
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When we talk about metaphor,we mean the use of language to refer to

something other than what it was originally.applied to (Knowles &

Moon,2006 :14).based on that quote,Knowles & Moon describe is Metaphor is the

use of language,how to apply different form of language to get different meaning

than it literal meaning.it means literal meaning is not usable,readers must be

aware to the true meaning and it speculation.

According to Ritchie ( 2013 :8 ) stated that Metaphor is defined as seeing,

experiencing,or talking about something in terms of something else.experiencing

is activity to get the sense of language,talking is one of the human’s way for

communicate something produced by element of phonetic or human’s voice.if

experiencing and talking is the way of communication,it means Metaphor is a

communicate something,overall Metaphor’s targets are same from those

definitions by many Expert.

So many opinion about what the metaphor is,metaphor is

understanding,metaphor is a expression,metaphor is the use of language,and

metaphor is experiencing or talking.but the purpose are equal,to describe the

meaning through different form of words.

2.3 Types of Metaphor

The categorizing of metaphor has multiple variation by some experts, such as

Live and Dead Metaphor or Conventional and New Metaphor,those things has
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different terms to describe what the type of metaphor is but the functions and

target are similar.

Direct to Dead and Live metaphor,Tongeren (1997 : 57 ) said a dead

metaphor is often defined as an idiom that was once live metaphor that get

conventionalized or get multiple using in multiple times and also not interesting to

be analyzed.

Live metaphor is the opposite of a dead metaphor,live metaphor is interesting

because it’s a “fresh air” that we never breath in before.it is a new thing and need

analysis for get the real meaning.

The second theory for kinds of metaphor is adopted from Lakoff &

Johnson,Lakoff & Johnson has describe kinds of metaphor in their book

“Metaphor We Live By” into two forms,that was conventional metaphor and new

meaning or new metaphor.

2.3.1 Conventional Metaphor

Lakoff & Johnson ( 2003 : 140 ) refers if conventional metaphor

structures the ordinary conceptual system of our culture and reflected in our

everyday language.in the simple mind,conventional metaphor has been

include in the characteristic of language and speakers has uses it conventional

metaphor for several times in every conversation.people would not surprises

with the conventional metaphor’s mean because it has blend with the

language of the society example like : “life is a rollercoaster “ it means life is

not monotone,sometimes it up and fun similar to the our wish,sometimes it
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down,sad and many problems.second example is “America is melting pot” it

means a group of people with many kind of culture,tribe,and race live

together in a territory.

2.3.2 New Metaphor

Lakoff & Johnson said metaphor is an imaginative and creative,it’s able

to give imagination meaning to life,new metaphor exist to provide some new

meaning that different with literal or conventional metaphor.

because metaphor is imaginative,the meaning has multiple version to

describe the meaning based on who has explain the target meaning,that’s

reasonable because the main function metaphor and others type of figurative

language are just for make the language look aesthetic.

make the language got easy-understanding is not primary purpose why

metaphor has created.if metaphor extremely used too much in every

conversation in every situation in every daily life that would be weird because

daily conversation must be easy understanding.metaphor usually found in

literature such as novel,poem,song’s lyric,short story,and article.

Overall,metaphor is like a new vocabulary that we never hear before,one

thing that should do is search for the meaning.
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2.4 Metaphor and Emotions

Language empowering a process of study of emotions and how kind of those

emotions are expressed by some reliable methods (Soriano,2015 :206).metaphor

as a part of language especially in figurative course influencing a process of

emotion into the elements of metaphor.we are able to know how people show

their emotion and what emotion inside their mind only through

metaphor.Kovecses (2003 : 21) describes forms of metaphor into three parts :

2.4.1 Anger Metaphors

Metaphor is the one of emotions that always become a material for

studying in concept of metaphor.the majority of anger as emotion happened

because it is very easy to identify angry expression through his words for

human.anger is a expression that very terrible to hide it,so many domains

describes feeling of anger trough some variations such as with something

destructive like Burning Flame sand Nuclear Bomb,anger can be described as

Unrestrained Hot Temperature,anger is something aggressive and can not

stop.we can create some example from those domains :

-”if you play with wildfire,then ashes that you’ll get”

means : if you take any situations with anger,that is just bring new

problem to you.
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-”my emotion erupt like a volcano”

means : emotion is something that difficult to take control over it similar

to control eruption in the volcano.

-”set a grenade into my heart”

means : make someone angry,set a bomb to heart it doesn’t mean break

it heart physically but give a feeling like it heart beats faster and

that feel is equal to it heart start to explode.

2.4.2 Fear Metaphors

We be able to compare the concept between anger and fear.if Anger

Metaphor was described through something aggressive,destructive and forced

but Fear metaphor come from feeling of tormented,doomed and not confident

over something.sadness and losing also capable to represent the feeling of fear

in metaphor,Fear come from a feeling when someone is not ready to facing up

something like death,losing someone,and scary things.these thing are example

of fear metaphors :
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-”my mind was haunted by feeling guilty”

means : feeling guilty can make our mind get over-thinking,and it’s

like haunted by something scary.

-”my insecurities are eating up my confidence”

means : feeling insecure be able to make someone lost their

confidence like a people consume their food and do not

leave a little bit.

-”don’t let me fall in the edge of misery”

means : in this metaphor,misery reflected like a dangerous edge

because there is a place that make someone feel that

misery,fall into edge it means trapped and hard to get back.

2.4.3 Happy/Love Metaphor

Representation for a metaphor of happiness,it was described through

feeling of a “journey”,it is like we see many experiences that remind us about

happy moments in the past.if a fear was described as a “darkness” that make
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people lost their vision,happy can be reflected as a “lightness”,a something

that make people doesn’t afraid of through the darkness.and if a fear was

represented as “feeling trapped an lost”,happy can be represented as “take a

long journey and free”.words of happiness usually contains a lot of

motivation,spirit,and colorful,Happy metaphors also can be sounds like a

“feeling of love”.these are example for Happy Metaphors :

“you’re come up like a sunshine in the morning”

means : someone that give an positive vibe and comfort when they

are coming.it’s feels like a sunshine in the morning,warm

and comfy.

-“i am so alive like a bird outside the cage try to reach the horizon”

means : a bird fly on the sky reflects a freedom as essential for

human feels alive

-”feeling love is like a beautiful journey”

means : when someone get the feeling of beautiful journey,look

around to beautiful places and beautiful experiences.these

thing makes them happier than before,its feeling of

happiness reflects how feeling of love.
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2.5 The Importance of Metaphor

Probably,metaphor doesn’t used in daily language,especially for the informal

language speaking.because it would be little confusing when somebody talk about

something in terms of another.but metaphor unexpected still set in the daily

speaking without realize it.

conventional metaphor still enable in daily conversation without predicted

because conventional metaphor has been merges with linguistic cultures.metaphor

and all kinds of figurative language such as idiom,simile,hyperbole,and

personification very essential in literature course and it made a language could

touch up a language aesthetically.

2.6 The Function of Metaphor

Metaphor is a branch of semantic in linguistics that focus on meaning,we can

say this kind of “the art of express the meaning”,when someone talk about

something through different kind of topic.every phase of life,linguistics will be

evolved in every culture & every circle of society through influenced by inner or

outer impact.

So many daily activities that use language and communication very often or

in high frequency.metaphor has included and blend with the how speakers speaks

their language to tells their ideas,example like : when someone tells others to

spend their time effectively,it would be easy when they say “time is money”.
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This kind of conventional metaphor makes process for telling the idea in

conversation more easier to understand and interesting,the real meaning too

boring to uttered by someone that speaks not in formal situation.

Kovecses ( 2005 :1 ) said metaphor has relation with many variations,an

activities in a school like writing process in poems and short stories is one of

those.literature is the part of a culture,and culture possibly learned through

analysis some literature,the essence is metaphor and literature is manifestation of

the culture.

Metaphor not only give influence to the process of literature but also to

another focus like Education course.based on Mayer ( 1993 : 561 ) if the goal of

science is to describe and explain how the things in the universe work,and it

similar to the purposes of education,to support students to understand and

mastering some explanations and descriptions that connected to scientific

things.Mayer ( 1993 : 572 ) describe metaphor can be instructive to build students’

mental during learning process such as metaphor enable to direct students’

attention through key information,metaphor enable to encourage students to

connect the event into a coherent structure like guess the target domain through

analysis a source domains,and metaphor can build external connection between

target and source domain.

Metaphor also help in the process of vocabulary mastering,according to

Niemeier (272) conceptual metaphor help learners retain vocabulary more easily
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unless if learners open their range of the knowledge more bigger and words has

already known should be used by learners in several times.

2.7 Past Studies

Past studies become an essential thing that give straight inspiration or vision

for the whole process of research writing,the making of the research for Bachelor

degree is the process for learn and pull a trigger of critical thoughts for shot a

wisely way to rate something as target.

The main influence for this research is influenced by a thesis entitled “An

Analysis of Metaphor in Matter Mos Song” written by Alex Ferdinand,his

research talks about metaphor in the lyrics of some songs written by Matter Mos,a

hip-hop musician from Jakarta,Indonesia,hip-hop music is a “game of words”

easy to find some metaphor and any types of figurative language into the lyrics.

Probably Hip-Hop music sounds interesting but too mainstream for the

language research,and most of hip-hop music use explicit content for the lyrics

such as swearing and taboo words because hip-hop music created as media of

protest to capitalism,racism,and dirty political system.

Second inspiration for this research was titled “Metaphor in The Song Lyric

of Green Day” by Wiji Lestari.Green day is a legend punk rock band from

America that talks about social issues and critical reaction to their government.

Third inspiration to this research is a research by Wandi Kurnia Harapan

entitled AN ANALYSIS OF METAPHOR IN J COLE’S LYRIC SONGS.J Cole
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is American Hip-Hop Singer or Rapper that brings some theme such as

politic,violence,self stories,and etc to his rap game.
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Chapter III

Research Findings

This chapter will contain the concern of this research,some evidences for

describe the meaning of metaphor.the data include three songs by Thy Art is

Murders and first one is “New God”,and second is “Make America Hate Again”

And last one is “Holy War”.the side goal is classified metaphors in the song into a

couple of types,there are Conventional and New Metaphor and break down a flow

of emotion inside the songs.

3.1 Data Presentation

In the fact of this research adapting descriptive qualitative research as

design,the research will focus on describing and separating than find a lot of data

as much as possible,we are looking for everything that related with data such as

discography,biography,or some media like video or audio as evidence to

strengthen the argument
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3.1.1 Thy Art is Murder’s Profile

Thy Art is Murder sounds very scary with the word like “Murder” in the

name,that is very consistent with everything contained in their song such as

brutality,act of killing,protest to the God,dissing a politician,feeling frail and

death.their lyrics represents genre of their music called “Deathcore”,a sub-genre

of Heavy Metal music but more powerful and brutal.

Thy Art is Murder is Australian metal band from Blacktown,Sydney and was

formed since 2006,members of the band consist of Cj McMahon as vocalist,Sean

Delander & Andy Marsh as guitarist,Jesse Beahler as drummer and Kevin Butler

as bassist.They have release several full albums such as The Adversary released in

2010,Hate released in 2013,Holy War in 2015,Dear Desolation in 2017,and las

one is Human Target in 2019.

3.1.2 Analysis of New Gods by Thy Art is Murder

Vocalist of Thy Art is Murder,Cj McMahon in an interview with Metal

Injection has stated that song talk about “the power of social media and the toxic

side of it”.it can be something like technology abusing and cyber bullying also

apathetic side of people in real life caused by using of social media.
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Table 3.1 Analysis of New Gods by Thy Art is Murder

No Lyrics Conventional New Metaphor

1 Your followers are weaponized 

2 Your future is genocide 

3 A lust for Artificial Heroes 

4 Validating our vice,for moral

sacrifice



5 This isn’t culture,this is mind

control
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6 The network feed us a life 

7 Void of all social devices 

8 Can’t look me in the eyes 

9 When you only see optical

illusions algorithms provide



10 Cult leader,show us the light 

11 The blind will follow the blind 

12 Dehumanized as ones and zeros 
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Metaphor’s meaning of New Gods by Thy Art is Murder:

Line 1 :Your followers are weaponized

“Followers” is a term frequently was used in Social Media to describe how

famous and impactful a person in the society of social media ,much followers will

influencing much people.

In the official music video of New Gods by Thy Art is Murder provide a

scene when people holds a smart phone like people usually does when they are in

social media.it give an hidden message if the weapon in the verse of the lyrics

represent social media devices like Facebook,Instagram,and Twitter.

So the meaning of this metaphor in social media does like a weapon,it can be

a media to attack someone through Cyberbullying.it does not caused physical

damages like regular bullying but gives bad impact to mental health and emotions

(Hani, Nashaat, Ahmed, Emad, & Amer, 2019).

Line 2 : Your future is Genocide

Genocide in this case it doesn’t mean we will kill million of people but it is

like this metaphor has a couple meaning,”your future is genocide” can be similar

to “there’s not future for us”.it took an aspect from the word "Genocide" is

something annihilated or destroyed but it can be an action,a metaphor means

when a person ruins someone else's future.
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Line 3 : A lust for Artificial Heroes

This metaphor describes an obsession towards someone considered as

“famous”,the phrase "Artificial Heroes" linked to figures like Celebrity and

Influencer in social media who always do everything for entertaining us just for

the fame,their life between entertaiment and real life is not always the same

The idea of this metaphor in general can be an over-obsession to something

that even we don’t know is real.

Line 4 : Validating our vice,for moral sacrifice

This metaphor describes how people do bad things which is those things are

far from morality,it’s like they ready to leave morality values in themselves to get

what they want.

Line 5 : The Network feed us a life

When we spend so much time in the Internet instead of in real life,we were

addicted to it and spend more time in social media rather than real social

interactions in society.it is like provides everything in the life but we too much

depend on it and caused new issues such as Internet Addiction Disorder (IAD).

a condition that happened to young people when their brain function and

emotions is not stable because uncontrolled internet usage,caused an anxiety and

depression (Dresp, 2020)
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Line 6 : Void of all social devices

The word “Void” in the verse describe uselessness,emptiness,and worthless

so it means the lyrics writer tries to say if every social devices such as

Facebook,Twitter,Instagram,and kind of those stuff doesn’t useful at all for our

real life if we addicted over it.

Line 7 : Can’t look me in the eyes

"Can't Look Me in The Eyes" comes from an idiom called "Look Me in The

Eyes".describes a situation when someone look in the eye because there is no

feeling of embarrassment,fear or shame (Siefring, 2004) .overall,meaning of this

metaphor tells a feeling of embarrassment when someone makes mistakes or

lying.

Line 8 : When you only see optical illusions algorithms provide

Algorithm refers to a system when Internet automatically provide something

that we usually see while we surfing on it.so the meaning of this metaphor is when

we only see everything happened through internet or social media without

understand that is fake or real.

Line 9 : Cult leader,show us the light

"Light" symbolizes some things like goodness,happiness,purity and life.so the
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meaning of this metaphor is when someone who asks for guidance to be good

person with good life and out from sadness."Show Me The Light" was used in

several creation,example like a song by Mystery Jets entitled Show Me The Light.

a song by MichaelLloyd&DebbieLyttonincluded"ShowMeTheLight" in theLyrics :

"Show me the light
Someone to lead and guide me
Show me the light
A love to stand beside me
Show me the light
When I fear the dark
A ray of sunshine, a rainbow's arc
Show me the light"

in another source, (Spear, 2003) describes in christianity Jesus Christ known

as "The Light",based on a Bible verse John 8:12 Jesus said "i am the light of the

orld" .it means theme of light and dark has been used since for a long ago to

explains figure of a God as something like a light illuminates a darkness.

another example from Islamic belief if النور (An Nur) or "The Light" is one of

the 99 name of Allah.in Quran surah An Nur verse 35 explained if Allah is the

light of heaven and earth.figure of light always become a description of something

guiding,relatively it could be linked to the holiness and the majesty of Gods but

the meaning of metaphor can be universal.it is not only depicts one existence but a

lot of idea can be interpreted on it.example like an idiom sounds "The Light of

Your Life" represents a person you loved one as something like a light (Siefring,

2004).

Line 10 : The blind will follow the blind

https://www.lyrics.com/sub-artist/Michael-Lloyd,-Debbie-Lytton/1512
https://www.definitions.net/definition/guide
https://www.definitions.net/definition/stand
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This metaphor is a counterpart of conventional one “the blind will leading the

blind”,the meaning is when someone who doesn't understand nothing and zero

knowledge but leading an equally ignorant people (Siefring, 2004) .

Line 11 : Dehumanized as Ones and Zeros

The phrase "Ones and Zeros" adapted from binary codes from binary

system,in acomputer science was used as language of digital computers started

from "1 and 0" symbolizes "on and off" (Britannica, 2020) .this metaphor is an

idea about a lack of humanity through characteristic of computers,indirectly

depicts human sometimes live like a machine,become an less-empathy person

then just follow the system.those things are relate to the theme of the song when

the vocalist tried to tell his idea about toxic side of social media and technology.

3.1.3 Analysis of Make America Hate Again by Thy Art is Murder

This song probably sounds like talk about Donald Trump and a lot of

controversies when he was an US president,”Make America Hate Again” is

parody of Trump’s political slogan “Make America Great Again”.goals of this

song filled with the critics of political system in general,but parody of Trump's

political slogan was taken as suitable theme to represents a political issues.

although all members of Thy Art is Murder are Australian but made a song

about American politics or against political system in general shows if freedom of

speech extremely open and music works well as a media to communicates an idea

in a large audiences.
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Table 3.3 Analysis of Make America Hate Again by Thy Art is Murder

No Lyrics Conventional New Metaphor

1 Hostility

2 Your Leaders are now your

enemies



3

They’ll make America great

again,f*ck no

4 Let’s make America hate again

5 Peace talks are off the table 
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6 It’s time for violent action

7 Pushed to the brink,tell me what

the f*ck ya think would happen

8 Suffered through holy wars but

now the fight is at our door

9 Natives are restless,we will not

accept this

10 I dream of endless floods
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11 Let freedom rain in the bucket of

blood



12 What will it take to be free

13 The only answer is hostility

14 I’m done with pacifism

15 You can’t debate with demons


16 Burn down the house that betray

us
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17 Drunk on fantasy

18 A servant’s life is incomplete

Metaphor’s meaning of Make America Great Again by Thy Art is Murder :

Line 1 : Your leaders are now your enemies

When the theme of this song is about politics,it means the word "leader" in

this line of metaphor refers to ordinary figure who leading an community or

territory.context of this metaphor refers a leader turned into enemy describes a

situation about a doctrine when people loses their trust towards the leader.it is like

a judge about how proper someone become a leader,he will be considered as an

enemy for policies that disadvantaging people but can be a savior who leading

people to a good life.

Line 2 : Peace talks are off the table

“Peace talk” refers to a phrase called Treaty of Peace or Peace Treaty,a

method to end the conflict between two individuals (Naraghi-Anderlini,

2007) .then “off the table” was used for the situation when a

consideration,discussion or agreement doesn't get the conclusion or no longer

available as a result from one or two individuals (Farlex, 2015) .combination of
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these phrases turned into a metaphor about two parties that rejects an idea about

end the conflict between them and agreement never comes to a solution.

Line 3 : Fight is at our door

The fight is at our door it doesn't mean two persons hurting each other,this

metaphor depicts a feeling when something great happened in the life.it can be a

fortune for a life or a challenge but the word "fight" in the metaphor describes a

situation about facing up something.the phrase "at our door" gives the clue about

dimensions of time if the "fight" will happened soon as close as distance of the

door.

Line 4 : I dream of endless floods

This metaphor seems like a wish for the end of the world,judgement daynand

stuff like that comes early,apocalypse,great disaster,and the world chaos.it can be

an expression of eternal feeling of tired to live or just reminder if life is not

forever.

Line 5 : Let freedom rain in the bucket of blood

"Let freedom rain" sounds like a something would give a good thing,the word

"rain" can be a representation of a life.and the "bucket of blood" can be a symbol

of a disaster,the word "blood" has some meanings depend on the context.example

like bad blood means bad person,young blood means new generation,and "blood"

sometimes is a another way to say "victim".the reason "bucket of blood" means a
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disaster because every disaster has victim,it seems like connecting two related

idea and found the new mening.this line of metaphor generally talk about spread a

good movement to a hopeless thing,fill in the disaster with the life until disaster

going disappear.

Line 6 : You can’t debate with Demons

Because of Make America Hate Again is a song talk about politics,it means

the song filled with some terms about it.those terms has been founded in this line

of metaphor.the word "debate" related to the politic course,something that

politicians does during election season to show their capabilities as leader.

"demon" in this line supposed to be linked to figure represents bad person in

politics such as Corruptors or dictators.look at the complete metaphor,the meaning

is when a person cannot accept others opinion and always think their opinion is

absolutely right.

Line 7 : Burn down the house that betray us

“House” in this verse can be linked to White House,a residence of the

president of United Stated of America.this metaphor tells a demand to Donald

Trump back down from his position as president .he did some controversy

policies results protest from public.other possibility it can be direct to "House of

Representative.
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3.1.4 Analysis of Holy War by Thy Art is Murder

This song is talk about the bad side of religion war,child abusing,and political

conflict in the whole world.

Table 3.5 Analysis of Holy War by Thy Art is Murder

1 Die for Christ,die for Allah,die

for Jerusalem,die for Torah



2 Father and son marching in

rhythm



4 Firing bullets through skulls of

the children

5 Holy war,mortars and martyrs
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4 Holy war,brainwashed with

death

5 Holy war,unholy mess

6 i reject pocket lined political

demon



7 Who arm the ignorant for

election season



8 Empires buried in the sand 

9 Million of lives erased 
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10 Hatred marked as madness

11 Violence in leaves of scripture 

12 A world aflame with malice 

13 There is silence in the house of
god



14 There is only the cry for hell

Metaphor’s meaning of Holy War by Thy Art is Murder :

Line 1 : Die for Christ,die for Allah,die for Jerusalem,die for Torah

A Martyr Ready to die for the sake of Gods,religion and faith through war or

something sacrificial moment.they believe if God will give them a place in heaven

after the death as reward.
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Line 2 : Father and son marching in rhythm

Marching band and military drum always used to summon a war,this is a

condition when an adult take children join a war.it answered through next verse

“firing bullets through skulls of the children”.

Line 3 : Brainwashed with death

The author of the lyrics shows to us if religious war in modern era just kind of

propaganda and just waste so many lives,act of terror and suicide bomb are just

kind of brainwashing because religion never teach about evilness.

Line 4 : I reject pocket lined political demon

Against corrupt politician who always collect money with dishonest and

illegal method.”pocket lined” comes from an idiom “line your pocket”,a condition

when a person get a money with illegal method such as robbing,money

laundering,and corruption.everything that greedy politicians always do as a crime

so they looks like demon as an icon of badness.

Line 5 : Who arm the ignorant for election season

Try to get some supports from uneducated and ignorant person through

money politic or propaganda while the season of election
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Line 6 : Empires buried in the sand

This metaphor describes a condition in Middle East with some conflict or

civil war.describes countries in Middle East through geographic condition in those

places as “empire” filled with the desert.

Line 7 : Million of lives erased

Huge amount of death caused by genocide,disaster,or conflict between two

sides or more.”erased” similar to disappear,vanished,death and gone.

Line 8 : Violence in leaves of scripture

The author of the lyrics tried to state even in the book of scripture already

teaches about violence like war and murdering,the author of the lyrics seems

doesn’t accept it.leaves of scripture represents about religion in the past when

scripture was written on the animal skin or leaves.

Line 9 : A world aflame with malice

Hatred just bring conflict and riot to the world,not only material damages but

relation between each other.flames or fire supposed to describe a feeling of anger

or excited.
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Line 10 : There is silence in the house of God

God doesn’t hear our wish,the keyword is “silence”,describe if there’s no

activity in the house of prayer.they want to tell us if there’s no God in the earth.

3.1.5 Analysis of Chemical Christ by Thy Art is Murder

According to an interview with the vocalist of Thy Art is Murder,Chris “CJ”

McMahon said if Chemical Christ is a song talk about people who being addicted

to drugs which is this song seems like relevant for a lot of listeners.

They satirized people who takes drugs and treats it like the only one who

listen to them as God,satirically likens the drugs equal to a figure of Catholics and

Christians’ God called “Christ” for the drug abusers.

No Lyrics Conventional New Metaphor

1 Do you know your demons ? 

2 Do your lethal addiction 
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3 Numb the ache of the darkest days?

4 Why do you blame the world,For the

ghost you have become


5 Sword swallowers, The pills have a

way



6 Addiction to emptiness 

7 Begging for opioid utopia 

8 Grovel at the feet of your father
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9 Heaven is a nihilist paradise 

10 Obsidian fever dreamsof endless
purgatory



Metaphor’s Meaning of Chemical Christ by Thy Art is Murder :

Line 1 : Do you know your demons ?

Merriam Webster dictionary (2021) stated if "Demon" is something that

causes a person to have a lot of trouble or unhappiness. meaning of this

interrogative sentence is questioning something that make someone looks bad

and unhappy. because demon represents an evilness, bad habit and chaos.

Line 2 : Do your lethal addiction

lethal addiction describes about drug abusing and another way to say "drug

addiction". a method to increase physical and emotional abilities but consume it
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with lethal dose be able to make human body get a lot of trouble such as liver

damage or mental illness (Britannica,2021).

Line 3 : Numb the ache of the darkest days?

when someone uses something like drugs to overcome worst condition and

unhappiness in the life. "dark" represents gloomy, sad and hopeless. it has relation

in history when 400.000 American Soldiers left Civil War with an addiction to

Morphine because this kind of drug is an instant painkiller but deal with the

addiction issues is a high price that they have paid (Trickey,2018).

Line 4 : Why do you blame the world,For the ghost you have become

when someone has bad side in their selves like bad habit and does not admit

mistakes that they have made, then blame it all to others .the word "ghost"

represents something dead, no motivation to live or bad habit.

Line 5 : Sword swallowers, The pills have a way

when someone physically and mentally was damaged by side effect drug

abusing. the writer of this lyric describes side effect of taking drug feels like

swallowing a sharp sword straight to the throat and characterizes a drug as "pill".

refers to dosage forms of 3,4-Methyl enedioxy methamphetamine (MDMA) or
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Ecstasy are tablet and capsule similar to pill (National Institute on Drug

Abuse,2014).

Line 6 : Addiction to emptiness

when addiction to drug doesn't obtain anything, the word "addiction" refers to

drug addiction and "emptiness" represents a condition when drugs just give us a

temporary artificial imagination and limited happiness but those things are gone

then results nothing but pain.

Line 7 : Begging for opioid utopia

Describes the condition of a person with Opioid addiction,Opioid is a kind of

drug to relieve a sort of pain which is analgesic and sedative effects (Volkov,

2021) be able to deliver human a feeling of relax and happy.it actually used in

medical course to prevent an effect of surgery but was abused by Junkies to get

that instant relax and happy experiences without thinking about the side effect

of the drug,it can be an addiction and after effect of the drug disappeared,they will

looking for it and begging with it.

Line 8 : Grovel at the feet of your father

The writer of the lyric analogized a drug like a God for its users,the word

"father" linked to how some religions adresses their God as father.
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In Christianity,God is adressed as "Father" for the sense of familiarity which

is the Jesus looks like treats all his followers like his children (Miller, 1999) .but

in the context of this metaphor,father represented as drug when its users deal with

it like the only thing can give happiness in the life,that is why they were begging

and looking for it.

Line 9 : Heaven is a nihilist paradise

Heaven for the context of this metaphor refers to effect of drugs in form of

fantasy or imagination.it seems like heaven for the users because one of

psychotropics substances caused illusions and fantasies,example like

Cannabis (Navisa, et al., 2020) .the word "nihilist" comes from a latin language

nihil means "nothing" (Britannica, 2020) linked to people who uses

drug ,describes the perspective of life by drug users and refers to nihilism

followers,which is nihilism is a theory or philosophy about life is meaningless and

believe nothing (Blackburn, 2008).

Line 10 : Obsidian fever dreams of endless purgatory

Obsidian linked to a type of drug called Methamphetamine,the form of drug

actually looks like a glass or obsidian stone which is has powerful impact to affect

a function of brain,increases dopamin then feeling of happiness and restless spirit

comes out."fever dreams" describes long-term effects of the drug,when a person

deal with this stuff has anxiety,insomnia and hallucination (NIDA, 2019) and

those things seems like a situation between dream and reality is unclear.
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the word "Purgatory" in Chatolism is a ritual of purification and punishment

for the soul who make mistakes and sins in the previous life (Zaleski,

2021) .overall this line of metaphor tried to describes long terms effect of drug

called Methamphetamine feels like fever dreams and purgatory.
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Chapter IV

Conclusion and Suggestion

4.1 Conclusion

Based on a theory by Lakoff & Johnson (2003) they split metaphor into two

forms,these things are Conventional and New metaphor.the data has been

analyzed to know how much Conventional or New metaphor that we would get.

The data showed if most lyrics of the song frequently use New Metaphor with

different variation of concepts.Conventional metaphor rarely appeared in the

lyrics of the song and the researcher only found couple lines of Conventional

metaphor between songs.

Different from Hip-Hop or Pop songs,lyrics from Thy Art is Murder just push

the listeners to understand it without tell the real meaning,most of metaphors in

Thy Art is Murder songs are New metaphor.these things need deeper analysis for

understand the meaning because theme or topic of the song give influence to

writing style.they talk about so many topics like religion,technology and

politics,and use some special terms like artificial,martyr or election season.

When we talk about emotions,Metaphor in Thy Art is Murder songs

significantly considered as place for Anger and Fear metaphor.most of those

songs spokes about protest and conflict.these things are suitable with the genre of

the songs,distortion filled with the some anger in the lyrics.
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For the lyrics of those songs,content of lyrics contains several explicit materials

such as talk child abusing,misery and sarcastically questioning the existence of

God but everything is not directly talk about those things because the writer

wanted to listeners realizes the meaning of the song depend on their own

preferences.

4.2 Suggestion

Metaphor is about find the meaning into a source,it can be in sentence or

phrase.because metaphor is a part of figurative languages,it supposed to be

different than daily direct speech because function of figurative language is just to

make us figure it out.

When the researcher was in data composing,so many unknown or special

terms in lyrics of each songs and these thing made this research need deeper

analysis.the first thing that we should know to analysis metaphor in a song is

understand theme of the song like when the artist talk about topic like politics in

the song,they will use political terms such as “election” or “House of

Representative”.in the song New Gods by Thy Art is Murder,they talk about the

toxic side of social media and adapt more Internet and Social Media terms like

“followers” or “network”.so understand the theme of song is essential in metaphor

analysis just to get accurate result.

To understand metaphor in the lyrics of the song,not only the lyric that we

can analyze but also supporting media like music video or and structure of music

can be useful to understand metaphor.mayor or minor,music supposed to be relate
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with the lyrics so we can find meaning and how metaphor describes emotions in

the song.
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